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1 Introduction
During the contract period, we conducted a study of the feasibility of controlling the input impedance of a
microstrip element by dynamically changing its loading. The motivation for this work is the possibility of
using such elements in a scanned array. By changing the loading of the elements appropriately, one could
alter the active array impedance of the elements perhaps compensating to same degree for the onset of scan
blindness. While this report did not establish or refute the feasibility of the ultimate application, it definitely
establishes the feasibility of controlling input impedance of a single element by using PIN shorting diodes.

The basic theory of loaded elements is briefly reviewed in the next section. Those features of the theory
pertinent to the current application are discussed in more detail in the third section. The theoretical results
and the corresponding experimental results are also presented in this section. Conclusions and suggested
future research are given in the last section. Additional details of the analytical methods used can be found in
Appendix A. Many of these theoretical results were just recently developed and are not presented elsewhere
in the open literature. In particular, the extraction of quasistatic terms, detailed in Appendix A, makes the
interactive design of these types of loaded elements feasible. This is because the determination of the resonant
frequency of a loaded element is a non-linear problem requiring the iterative solution of the characteristic
equation. Efficiency in computation, therefore, is critical-and the quasistatic analysis presented is highly

* e.cient.

2 Theory of Loaded Microstrip Antennas

A brief overview of the theory of loaded microstrip antennas is presented in this section. A more detailed
discussion can be found in [1].

For design purposes, one needs a simple theory which sheds light on the physical mechanisms of the
microstrip antenna. Even if the theory is not the most quantitatively accurate,it is still vital to understand
its physics if one is going to do creative things with the element. One theory that has proven to be physically
illuminating, and relatively accurate as well, is the cavity-model analysis. It is this analysis that is used as
a basis for design of loaded microstrip elements.

A typical microstrip element is illustrated in Fig. 1. The fundamental assumption made in cavity-model

analysis is that the distribution of the field between the patch and the ground plane is approximately the
same as that resulting in a cavity formed by closing the edge of the patch to the ground plane as illustrated
in Fig. 2. The amplitude of the field distribution in the antenna and in the cavity are different. The method
of determining this amplitude will be discussed later. For the purpose of determining the resonant frequency
of the loaded element, the antenna will be assumed to be the same as the corresponding cavity.

2.1 Unloaded microstrip cavity

In order to analyze the loaded cavity ultimately of interest in this report, one must first understand the
analysis of an unloaded cavity. Suppose one impresses a uniform, unit, vertical, filamentary electric current
as illustrated in Fig. 2. The resulting cavity electric field will be vertically directed. Let the vertically directed
electric field produced be denoted by G(r 'v'), where r is the two-dimensional position vector locating the

dl..
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'. Figure 1: mustration of a typical, rectangular patch element showing dimensional parameters and coor-
dinate system.
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Figure 2: The cavity model of a microstrip element.
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observation point within the cavity, and r' is the corresponding position vector locating the source current.
Since this field is produced by a concentrated unit source, the field G(rlr') can be thought of as a Green's

,*"-"function. The boundary-value problem that this Green's function satisfies is

(V2 + k2)G(rIr') = jwp6(r - r'), r E S,
VG(rIr')., A = 0, r E OS,

where S denotes the set of points on the patch, aS denotes the boundary of S, and f is the outward-pointing
unit normal on S. The solution of this boundary-value problem is

G(rlr') = jw t_, Vm"(")k(()')

where A is the set of all pairs of non-negative integers, (m, n), and kbmn(r) is the mnth mode of the cavity

satisfying

f4"

V2.- v2k.n(r) =-k 2n .. (r), r E S,

V ¢ ,,, ( ,) .4 0 , ,. E a S .

The series for G(l Ir') diverges as r -r. This is because the inductive reactance associated with a
filament is infinite. In order to obtain the input reactance of an actual feed, one must integrate this Green's
function over the actual feed current distribution. This integration is typically a surface integral over the
outer periphery of the feed structure. For the purposes of this report, it is assumed that all source and load
currents are distributed uniformly on a circular cylinder of diameter d. The "location" of the source or feed
is the center of the cylinder's cross section. The input impedance of the element can be found by placing
the observation point at the center of the cross section of the feed, and by integrating the Green's function
over the surface current. When this is done, one obtains an input reactance of

Xin = Xf + Xr,

where
" '. . .On. (,')O. (r')

Xr = -jw k2 - ,

is the resonant reactance and Xf is the feed reactance. The parameter t is the thickness of the dielectric

under the patch. The pair (m, n) represents the indices of the "resonant mode." For the case of loaded
microstrip elements, the resonant mode selected for determining X, is the mode of the unloaded cavity that
resonates at a frequency closest to that of the mode of interest in the loaded cavity. The feed reactance
is the contribution to the total reactance from all of the non-resonant modes, principally, the higher-order
modes of the element. The feed reactance is typically inductive and varies slowly with frequency. Of course,
if the frequency varies too far from the resonant frequency associated with the indices (m, n), the feed
reactance will contain resonant components as well. The circuit model associated with this is illustrated in
Fig. 3. The resonant mode of the loaded element can be conveniently expressed in terms of the modes of the
corresponding unloaded cavity as described below.

3
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Figure 3: Circuit model for the input impedance 4i of a microstrip element in the vicinity of one, well

isolated resonant frequency.

2.2 Loaded microstrip cavity

The resonant frequency of a loaded cavity is that frequency at which the cavity can support a source-
free cavity mode. At that frequency, in general, a non-zero current will tow through the multiple loads of
the cavity even though no source current is applied. A non-separable loaded cavity can be converted to
a separable cavity by using the equivalence principle. If the loads are removed and equivalent electric and
magnetic currents are impressed on the sudace bounding the now absent loads, then the field produced within
the now unloaded cavity is the same as that of the original loaded cavity. It turns out that the magnetic
currents called for by the equivalence principle are typically negligible Ill. The tota electric current impressed
at the location of each load is the total source-free load current that tows through the load. The unloaded
cavity, in contrast to the loaded cavity is now drswcn by the load currents, although the load currents are,
as yet, undetermined. To understand how to determine the load currents and to better understand the role
played by load location, consider first an element loaded by just a single load.

2.2.1 Single load

Suppose that the load has a reactance of XL. Then the network model of the undriven loaded cavity
is that illustrated in Fig. 4. A source-free mode is desired. That is, one seeks to produce a non-sera load
current with no source. This is only possible if the network is resonant. Summing the voltage around the

* closed loop yields the condition for resonance,

.1~X, + Xf + XL - 0

or

X, -iXfXL.

To best interpret this characteristic equation, consider the simple and very practical case of a short-

Scircuit load. In this case, XL 0. Figure 5(a) contains a plot of X versw frequency for a rectangular

4
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Figure 4: Circuit model of a cavity loaded with a single load reactance of XL.

microstrip antenna for three different load locations, as illustrated in Fig. 5(b). It also contains plots of the
* negative of the feed reactance corresponding to each feed location. The intersection of corresponding curves

is the resonant frequency of the shorted microetrip element.

The resonant mode in Fig. 5 is the (0, 1) mode, the mode most commonly used in rricrostrip elements.
* - For a rectangular element of dimensions a x b, the normalized voltage distribution at observation point (x, y)

for the (0, 1) mode is

V(XY) = Cos ( )7

This is zero on the center line, y = b/2, of the patch. Such a line of zero field is called a nodal line. A point
at which the voltage is stationary is called an anti-nodal point. All points on the long edges of the patch
illustrated in Fig. 5 are anti-nodal points. When the load current is impressed near a nodal line, the resonant
reactance curve becomes very skinny as illustrated by case 3 in Fig. 5(a). In contrast, when the load current
is impressed near an anti-nodal point such as in case 1 of Fig. 5(b), then the X, curve becomes fat. Since
the voltage is stationary near an anti-nodal point, the X, curve does not change much as one moves the load
in the vicinity of the anti-nodal point. Thus the curve illustrated in case 2 of Fig. 5(a) is not much different
from the case 1 curve.

This variation of the X, curve would predict that the resonant frequency should monotonically increase
as the short is moved from the nodal line to an anti-nodal point if the feed reactance were to remain constant.
However, as shown in (2], the feed reactance is anything but constant with the feed position. In fact, the
feed reactance increases very rapidly as the feee point approaches the edge of the patch. If the edge is an
anti-node, then the X, curve does not change much as the load is moved toward the edge, but the -X curve
is moving rapidly downward in the graph in Fig. 5 so that the resonant frequency of the shorted element
decreases for loads near the edge. This makes sense because as the feed reactance increases, it becomes

% more like an open circuit and thus its loading effect is reduced. A typical theoretical frequency versus short
position variation is illustrated in Fig. 6. The actual measured variation of resonant frequency with the

5
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Xr3

V2

Frequency

(a)

Feed point 3

Feed pit2Feed point 1

90,
(b)

___ Figure 5: (a) Illustration of X, and -Xf verss frequency for the thre feed locations illustrated in (b).

(b) Rectangular pach showing three different feed locations.
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location of the short agrees well with the predicted results. The locat on of the shorting pin is indicated by
the normalized shorting pin location defined as

rS =

If one uses other types of load reactances, the resonant frequency of the loaded element will be modified
although the effect of the feed reactance is always present. Examples of other applications of loaded microstrip
elements can be found in [3], [4]. For the current application of controlling input impedance, one should not
use just a single load. The reason why will be explained in the next section.

2.2.2 Multiple loads

For multiple loads, one cannot use the simple graphical picture presented above for predicting the behavior
of a multiple-loaded element although the principles learned from this picture still apply.' For multiple loads,
the characteristic equation is

Z11 +z Z() z12  ... Z1NV
Z12  Z22 +Z ... Z2NL :2N i =0, (2)

ZIN Z2N .. ZNN

where Zi, is the z-parameter between the tth and jth port of a multiple-port microstrip cavity, and Z() is
the load impedance connected to the ith port. The z-parameters can be computed using equation (1) as
modified by integrating over the feed current distribution.2 Once the resonant frequency is determined, the
next step is to compute the modal field distribution of the loaded-cavity resonant mode.

To determine the field distribution of the resonant mode, one must first assume a unit (or any other
non-zero current) at one of the ports and then compute the resulting currents at the remaining loads. Let
Z. be a submatrix excluding the first row and column of the matrix in equation (2). Let Z,. be the first
column of the matrix in equation (2), excluding the first row. Let I be the column matrix of port currents
excluding the current in port 1,

12
13

~IN

v. .'Then, if the load current in port 1 is A = 1, the currents in the remaining ports are

-Actually, one could, in principle, apply the graphical analysis sequentially. That is, first find the effect of a single load.
Then create & new graph in which X, is the resonant reactance and Xf is the feed reactance of the singly.loaded patch. From
these, the resonant frequency of the doubly-loaded element could be constructed.

2 There is more to the computation than what has been outlined here. A very effcient analysis has been devised for computing
the z-parameters in which the series is highly accelerated. The details of this are included in Appendix A.

7
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The resulting field distribution is

...,it O tk,"(T)'mn (rg) (3)
A t=l1

where 1m,(r) and ki,, are the modal fields and corresponding resonant wavenumbers in the unloaded cavity.
Strictly speaking, this expression is only valid for observation points r outside of the load regions. That is,
if the diameter of the &th load is di, then Ir - r I -must be larger than d,/2.

The input impedance of the loaded element is computed by analyzing the cavity with the actual dielectric
replaced with an artificially lossy dielectric-one whose losses account for the radiative and ohmic losses of
the original microstrip antenna. The effective loss tangent of this dielectric is 6.f = 1/Q where Q is the
quality factor of the antenna. It is given by

Q= ( +.'
kQ~ Q. Q.n'QdJ'

where Qd is the radiative quality factor, Q., is the quality factor associated with the surface wave, Qm is
the quality factor associated with metal heating loss, and Qd is the dielectric quality factor. These are given
by

"-:.2- 2WEQr~d

Prad

-' 2 WE

P.-

Q,', t
A

Qd =

where Prd is the time-averaged power radiated by the antenna, P.. is the time-averaged power carried away
by the surface wave, A is the skin depth in the metal cladding, 6 is the lose tangent in the actual dielectric,
and WE is the average energy stored in the electric field at the resonant frequency of the cavity

The parameters in the expressions for the quality factors would appear to depend on the field under the
patch. Actually, the quality factors depend only on the distribution of the mode for which the quality factors
are being computed. The field could be multiplied by any arbitrary constant without affecting the quality
factor. At the resonant frequency of the *I(r) of the loaded element, the field is strongly dominated by
'"(r) itself. Thus, one can obtain an approximation for the quality factors by assuming the field distribution
below the patch is * (r), with the contributions of the other non-resonant modes of the loaded patch ignored.

The radiated field can be computed under the following approximation. The ground plane and the
,- dielectric are ignored, and a magnetic current filament is impressed in the presence of the ground plane.

The magnetic current flows around the edge of the patch and is equal to the voltage between the patch ana
the ground plane. The surface wave can be determined by allowing this same magnetic current filament to

9-1
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act in the presence of a grounded dielectric slab, although for sufficiently thin elements, the power carried
in the surface wave is negligible. The magnetic current is actually sampled at discrete points and linearly

interpolated between the sample points.3 The radiated field is computed analytically and the associated

radiated power is determined by numerical quadrature.

The electric stored energy is computed by integrating the square of the electric field. That is,

WE te ~t IE12dS = 4ic j1P(r )12dS. (4)

The singularities at the load locations in equation (3) are logarithmic; their squares are integrable. As
a result, equation (3) can be used for tIEI with little error. Since the modes of the unloaded cavity are
orthonormal, the double integration above reduces to4

N N

E - Ir 0 10 E (k2 - k '2
t-0 i-- A

Once the quality factor of the loaded element is determined, then its input impedance can be computed.

A. 2.3 Input Impedance

Assume that one more port is added to the antenna, the (N + 1)"t port. The circuit model as seen from the

(N + 1)"t port for the loaded cavity is illustrated in Fig. 7. The circuit model of the antenna is shown in
Fig. 8. The ,nput admittance of the lossy tank circuit only is

Yr = G I+jQ (( -1

ft G 1 +j2Q -1 ,

where Q is the quality factor of the lossy tank, and wo is the resonant angular speed of the losy tank. These
are given by

Q= R 2 oWE
WooL P

2 1

where P is the power dissipated in the resistor, and WE is the time-averaged energy stored in the capacitor.
The power P is related to the conductance G and the voltage Vt across the tank circuit by

IV-I2G = P. (5)
J The circuit quantities are related to the antenna by choosing Q to be the antenna quality factor, and P to

be the power radiated by the loaded-element resonant mode given by equation (3). The voltage V is
3 See Appendix A for details of this computation.
. The saeis for WE can also be accelerated, the details of which ae given in Appendix A.
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IN+ I
Figure 7: The (N + 1)-port circuit model of a loaded element dziven at port 1.

X(f)

Figure 8: The circuit model for the input impedance of a loaded microstrip antenna.
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V = -tI(rr),

where rr is the center of the feed for the loaded element-the location of the (N + 1 )'t port. Note that V is
not the feed voltage V since the former does not include the effect of the feed reactance. The conductance
G can thus be computed from equation (5).

The feed reactance, Xf, can be modeled as a linear process over the band of operation. Let the reactance

corresponding to the lossless loaded cavity (R - 0) be denoted by Xr. Let the total reactance be X(f). Let

xf = XM + (f - fo)Xn,

where fo corresponds to wo. Finally, let

i+ ( ~+~)fo,

The resonant component of the reactance can be written as

X,= 2L(f0+Af)
1 -( + flf) 2 '

where Af = f - fo. For small Af, this can be written approximately as

Xr - jL i fo
A/ 2

Then,

XfO (X(f+) + X(f-)) + oL4

Similarly,

1(n [X(f+) - X(f-) + 2QwoL].

The quantity woL = R/Q so that

xm i(X(f+) + X(f-)) + IR N

and
I ./ I ( IX(f+) - x(f-) + 2R].

Xn

What remains is to determine the input reactance of the ideal cavity at the upper and lower frequencies f+
and f-.

Let the indices of the loaded ports be numbered from 1 to N with corresponding port voltages and
currents of V1, , V2 , ... ,VN and I, ,12, IN.,IN. The (N + 1)8t port is the feed port with feed current of
If= 1 and feed voltage Vf = Z,. where Zm is the input impedance of the loaded element. If

12
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v,
V2

v= !tf

vN

and I is redefined as

= I

(1
IN

then,

V = ZI+ZmtIt,

= ZfI+ zfl.

The impedance matrix Z contains the multiport impedances between the loaded ports. The (1 x N)-matrix
Zmf contains the mutual impedances between the feed port rf and the load ports r.. The self-impedance
of the feed port in the unloaded cavity is Z. Let the diagonal load impedance matrix be

ZL = Diag [ZL), L N

Then

V = -ZLI,
I = -(Z+ZL)-Zf, and

ix(f) = V = - Zf(Z + ZL)Zmt.

Having thus computed X(f), one can now evaluate the input impedance Zi. of the antenna using

Z. 9% Xm + Xn(f -fo)+ G[I+j2Q(f/o- I)]

As the results of the next section demonstrate, this expression is reasonably accurate over the band of a
single resonant mode of the loaded element.

*, 3 Application to Impedance Matching and Results

In this section, those elements of the theory presented in the previous sections specific to the application
of varying impedance are presented together with corroborating experimental results. The objective in this
application is to vary the input impedance while keeping the resonant frequency and pattern of the element
fixed. This objective can be met by placing short-circuits at one or more appropriately chosen locations
on the patch. These short-circuits can be PIN diodes thus allowing adaptation of the element to changing
conditions such as the scan angle in a phased array. The theory and results given below assume that the
loads are short circuits. One could probably also use voltage-controlled capacitors, varactor diodes. Use of I '

varactors would probably simplify the biasing of the diodes. This possibility is currently under study.

13
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Figure 9: The locus of short-circuit locations for constant resonant frquency of the single-loaded element.

As seen in the previous section, one can vary the frequency by varying the location of a short circuiting
pin. It is possible to vary the input impedance with a single short without atering the resonant frequency.
The way that the input impedance is varied for a fixed feed location is to move the nodal line of the loaded
resonant mode by moving the shorting pin location. The closer the nodal line is moved to the feed, the
lower the peak input resistance will be. The trick is to move the shorting pin in such a way that at least
the resonant frequency is unchanged. This was done using an interactive computer program with graphical
output based on the theory discussed in the previous section.

3.1 Single short

The results of our computer program indicated that if a single short-circuit were placed on the locus
illustrated in Fig. 9, then the resonant frequency of the resulting loaded elements should be identical. Using
just a single short, one can vary the input impedance as is illustrated in Figs. 10-14. These figures contain the
computed magnetic current distribution, the computed input impedance, and the measured input impedance
of the loaded elements. In all cases, the patch dimensions were 4.00 cm wide by 6.00 cm long by 0.158 cm
thick. The dielectric substrate was 3M Corporation's CuClad 250 glass reinforced, double clad PTFE. The

P '-e " manufacturer-supplied nominal dielectric constant ws 2.43. The feed point was always at (1.00, 1.00), where
the coordinates represent the distce in cm from a reference corner of the patch. The input impedance was
collected using a computer-controlled, Hewlett-Packard 8410 network analyzer at the University of Houston.

It is quite clear from Figs. 10-14 that the magnetic current distributions around the edge of the patch are

asymmetrical. The pattern that results from such a distribution will have a significant cross-polarized pattern
'-.._ -
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Figure 14: (a) Measured and computed input impedance of a single-loaded element with short-circuit at
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although the E-plane pattern will be typical of the (0, 1)-mode of a rectangular element. The theoretical and
experimentally determined patterns for a patch loaded with a single short at (2.50, 0.91) are illustrated in
Fig. 15. The measured patterns were taken with the element mounted on a 1.05m (8 7-wavelength) circular

' "ground plane. The element was driven at a frequency of 2470 MHz. Our pattern range is fairly new, it is
difficult to say how much of the cross-polarization is due to errors introduced by the range and how much
is due to the asymmetry in the element's magnetic current distribution. Nevertheless, the cross-polarized

.! patterns appear to be at least qualitatively consistent with the predicted patterns. Note that some of the
discrepancy, especially the scalloping of the pattern and the loss of gain at the horizon is due to the finite
size of the ground plane.

In any case, it is clear that the cross-polarization arising when a single short circuit is used is significant
and probably unacceptable in many applications. Because of this, at least two shorts should be used in
symmetrical locations. There is another reason why two or more shorts should be used. It is clear from the
measured and computed input impedances that the impedance range obtained is not extremely broad for
a single-loaded element. We did not measure impedance levels for shorts any closer to the feed than those
illustrated in Figs 10-14 because of the obstruction caused by mounting an SMA feed. However we have
plotted the theoretical resistance R versus z, where z is the z-coordinate of a single short-circuit placed

*along the locus illustrated in Fig. 9 This plot is contained in Fig. 16. This result should be compared with
the results for the double-loaded elements considered next.

* .3.2 Two shorts

With two shorts located symmetrically with respect to the long center line of the patch one can eliminate
the cross-polarization in the H-plane. Furthermore, one can more easily obtain a wider variation of input

S'. impedance. Figures 17-19 contain the theoretical magnetic current distribution, and the measured and
computed input impedances of elements loaded by symmetrically located pairs of short-circuits. The locus
of points on which these pairs of short-circuits should lie is illustrated in Fig. 20.

The theoretical and measured patterns are given in Fig. 21. The measured cross-polarization is dis-
appoin ngly high in this case. As mentioned before, this may be due to errors introduced by the range.
Nevertheless, the cross-polarization is definitely reduced from what it was in the case of the single-loaded
element.

Finally, it is clear from Figs 17-19 and Fig. 22 that the impedance variation is greater for the double-
loaded element than for the single-loaded element. In short, it appears that the performance yielded by a
single short falls short of that obtainable using two shorts.

4 Conclusions and Future Research

There are several conclusions that can be drawn from the theory and results presented in this report.

. It is possible to change the input impedance of a microstrip element over a wide range without affecting
its resonant frequency or co-polar pattern by moving short-circuits from one point to another.

20
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Figure 16: The variation of the conductance 0 with the x-coordinate of a short position taken from the
constant resonant frequency locus for a fixed feed at (1.00, 1.00).
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Figure 20: The locus of short-crcuit locations for constant resonant frequency of the double-loaded
element.

2. The theory that predicts this result has been corroborated by experiment. Specifically, the experiment
0 shows that the resonant frequency of the mode is left relatively unchanged by the appropriate placement

of short-circuits. Small deviations between the predicted and observed resonant frequency do e.'st.
They are due partly to errors in fabrication of the element and partly due to the errors introduced by the
cavity model upon which the theory is based. The experiment also shows that the agreement between
the predicted and observed input impedance is excellent in most cases. Finally, there was qualitative
agreement between theoretical patterns and measured patterns although the measured cross-polarized
components in the double-loaded element were much higher than expected from the theory-possibly
a problem with our range and ground plane fixture.

*, 3. From the point of view of producing lower cross-polarization and from the point of view of more easily
varying the impedance level over a wide range, two short-circuits are better than one short-circuit.
Each short-circuit pair should be biased together with the same biasing voltage.

Some important items are left for future research. These include the following.
1. A simulation of loaded elements in a phased array needs to be carried out to determine the basic

feasibility of the ultimate application. This, we propose, as the major deliverable of a future research

2. Because each diode or diode pair needs a biasing line, the number of biasing lines could become quite
large if many levels of adjustment in impedance are provided. For this reason, we are currently studyingthe feasibility of using voltage-controlled capacitors to change the impedance level.
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Figure 21: (a) Measured and computed input co-polar and cross-polar patterns in the B-plane for
ahort-cicuits at (2.00,1.12) and (2.00,2.88). (b) Measured and theoretical patterns in H-plane.N
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A Additional Theoretical Results

This appendix contains additional theoretical results that are implemented in the computer program used
to generate the data presented in Section 3. There are three topics within this appendix:

1. The efficient computation of the cavity Green's function,

2. The computation of the far-field pattern, and

3. The computation of the energy stored in the cavity.

A.1 The efficient computation of the cavity Green's function
The expression for the Green's function in equation (1) is very slowly converging and not particularly useful,

especially for patches of other than rectangular shape. It can be accelerated in the following way. First
partition the set A of mode indics into the union of three sets, P

A = {(O, o)) U ;i U A(.

The first set, consisting of a single element, represents the indices of the "D.C. mode." This is the mode of
the unloaded cavity that resonates at zero frequency-it is just a constant. Since the modes are assumed to
be normalized, this constant is

000(') = ,

where S represents the area of the patch. 5 The third set is the set of modes whose resonant wavenumbers
are greater than or equal to km-.: '."

A( = {(m,n)lk,.> .km-. I.

The parameter kms is the

5'.- ~~kmag TmmV7

where c is the speed of light in a vacuum, and fia. is the maximum frequency of interest for the antenna-a
"S". number that can be specified a priori for any analysis. The parameter f is some real constant greater than

one. The second set is the complement of Ac with respect to the set Ao,

S=Ao -A, N

where
Ao = A (0, 0))

is the set of all mode index pairs except for that corresponding to the D.C. mode.

Suppose that 1(1 _5 1/f. Then one can approximate the fraction 1/(1 - C2 ) by

-%The same symbol is used to represent the set of points making up the patch. No confusion between the two uses should
Wise.
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- 2 z ao + a, 2 + a2C4 + + aL-1C2
( L - 1)

% Then for mode indices in A, one can approximate the fraction 1/(k2 
- k2,) by'. mn

1 1 k2 k2L-2

Thus, the sum in equation (1) can be partitioned and approximated as

... _ .(r) n(r') __n +m.(r)Gn 

This sum can be recast in a more convenient form for acceleration by summing over A 0 instead of Ae The

~result is

S k2 - k2  k2

Alk mn At mm n

-- k G. 'An (r_, n(,'- -n(,) }kmn2t'.

A( - i A. r

There are compromises to be made in the choice of the parameter . If is chosen too near 1, t The

I required number of terms L necessary to approximate the fraction 1/(1 - C2 ) becomes very large. On the
~other hand, if is chosen to be much greater than 1, L may be small, but the number of elements in the set
.% A becomes very large. Either of these conditions ii undesirable. A reasonable choice of is = 2. If L is
. . then chosen to be 2, and the coefficients GO and a1 are chosen to be 0.989 and 1.331, respectively, the error
.;,...in the approximation is about one percent. Thus, the Green's function can be approximated as

G(t Ir') = W +a'T2natTW'-nnL.t')K 1knr m ()

m + a0G0(r'l_) +k2aGi(rlr")},

where

At m~m~~4 n ADt')
Go~~i'll") =: -O,,,,(O) nmr'

A.
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The decomposition of the Green's function expressed in equation (6) represents an expansion of G in
terms of its first few lowest-order modes plus the contribution due to all higher-order modes, a quasistatic
expansion. Once the quasistatic terms Go(rlI') and GI(rlr') are computed, then the Green's function can
be evaluated very efficiently for different frequencies-the most difficult part will have been done once and

?." ",for all for a given pair of source and observation points r and r'.

The series for Go(rlr') and GI(rlr') are still very slowly converging, as slowly converging as the series
for G. These quasistatic Green's functions satisfy the boundary-value problem,

V2 Go(rlr') = 6(r - r') - r E S,

VGo(rjr').4 = 0, r E OS;

V 2G,(r r') = -Go(rir'), r E S,

VGl(rlr').i = 0, r E OS.

One can obtain Go and G1 by evaluating
1 fj(

Go = -lim G- kS (7)

.. WpJk-o{ k2 ] ' TG, = i-kS G (8)

By expanding G in a Laurant series in k2 about k2 0, one can evaluate these limits. To this end, the patch
is first described in terms of a coordinated system appropriate to the patch shape.

Let u and v be the coordinate variables of an orthogonal coordinate system derived through a conformal
mapping of the rectangular coordinate system. This mapping is chosen so that it maps the patch into a
rectangular patch in the (u, v)-plane. Of course, if the patch is already rectangular, then u = z, v = y. For
a circular patch, a circular sector patch, an annular patch, or an annular sector patch, the transformation
used is

z = aev cosu,

y = ae sin u,

where a is the outer radius of the patch. The transformation need not be analytic, but it must satisfy
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If these equations are satisfied, then the boundary value problem for G is transformed into
[v 2 + k2 h(, v)2]G(rlr') = jwu6(r - r'),

where h(u, v) is the common scale factor of the u and v variables. If the patch is separable, then

h(u, v) 2 =f(U) + (v).

In this case, G can be expressed as

00
G - U,(u)U,(u')V,;(v<)V+I(v>): .,-G(,.I,') -- j , 1,. (9) v)M=0 N.W (V,;, (m)

where

W (v_, V+ ) = W' = v,(v+)V.+'(v+) - v;'(v+)v+(v+),

V0 " V,<

, <V

The prime "I" on dependent variables indicates differentiation with respect to argument. The primes on
u and v indicate the source point location (u', v') in the (u, v)-coordinate system. The Un's and Vm's satisfy
the separated Helmholtz equations,

U. + (a, + k2f(u)) Urn = 0,

V," + (-a + k (v)) Vm = 0,

where the "±" superscript has been suppressed on the "V" for convenience.

The a2 is the separation constant determined by applying the pair of homogeneous boundary conditions

that Um(u) satisfies at u = uk, where u- is the left boundary of the transformed patch and u+ is its right
boundary. Similarly, v- is the lower boundary of the transformed patch and v+ is its upper boundary. These
boundary conditions depend on the geometry of the patch. They are either the physical boundary condition
that the derivative Un,(u) must vanish at one or both of the limits of u, or that Un(u) must satisfy conditions
that will make the field and its derivatives continuous at the limits of u. Without loss of generality, one
can always assume that V,+'(v+) = 0. The condition that V,(v) satisfies can also be the physical boundary
condition that its derivative vanishes at v = v., or that the field be continuous at v - v..

These parameters can be expanded in a power series in k as

Um= Uon + k 2Um + k 4 U 2 +",
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1,%V0_ +k 2 V.+k 4 V 2Q 12 L+ k2c,+2. ",o
O m IM.

Alm Nom + k m 2m ,

W. = Wom + k2 Wm + k 4W2 m +.

The Uvm 's and the V,,.'s satisfy the sequence of differential equations,

n-1
Unm= - _,), Utm - f(U)U(n.l),m,

; ' t=O

n-1

- Om = a(n _V),m t - g(v)V(n._),.,
t=0

where again the superscript "±" on the V's has been dropped for convenience. In addition to applying the
boundary conditions discussed above, the following conditions are also applied to obtain the solution in the

most convenient form:

Nim = N2m = = 0,

v+)(+:, = 0, n > 0,

Vj,,( v_ I = O, n > 0,
Vo,..) = 1.

These conditions can be applied since any of the multiplication of the U and V functions by any arbitrary
function of k 2 leaves G(rlr') unchanged, but does change the coefficients of the series in k' listed above-
i.e., the expansions given above are not unique. This choice simplifies the coefficients of the expansion of the
Wronskian; they become

W- = -v-(+).

Using the solutions of these equations in equations (7), (8), and (9) yields the expressions

((I')= "go + ti",,.
mO

The P's are

.oo=r no- {W20,

'-'-'..... 10 = "{,o -nmo W~o - --u-W~+ ( ~W)}

"S.. .
U 

U

v-S2 no -W2 UW0 W02S S 7I
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- om m 2

rim ={In,- - Zi-m-i } 2 m > 0,

where Au = u4. -. The n's are given by

ni. U= Um (u)Uom (u') V . (V)Vot(v>) + Uom(u)Uim(u')V~n(V<)VoeA(v>)

+ UoM(tU)UoM(U')VJ7 i(V<)VOin(V>) + UOm(U)UOm(U')V;(V<)V~m(V>),

n2 1120(u) + 120(u') +~ V~o(V<) + V2+(V>)
+ Uio(u)Ulo(u') + Vi1o(v<)V(v>)

+i Ulo(u)V10(v<) + Uio(u) Vo(t>) + Uio(u')V(V<) + Ulo(u')Vi(v>).

The summand of Go always contains the term

where ao = mv, z v> - v< + j~u - u'). This term can be summed in closed form to yield

GO ~ WP I w fVV> - v< sinh(vz/2)
2wrl' VL 2 - nLzj-I z/2 15 + remainder terms.

For source points (u. V) not on the edge of the patch, the remainder terms of Go in the preceeding expression
are non-singular as (u, v) - (u', v') The logarithmic singularity of the Green's function is explicitly extracted
by this method. The remainder terms of Go and of G, involve sums over mn of terms of the form

- mV ,

where z, is a complex number whose real and imaginary parts are linear functions of u, u', v, and vI, and
te= 1,2, 3,

The series associated with these terms can be evaluated efficiently using the functions

The first function Fj(z) can be summed in terms of elementary functions and is given by

F, (z) I n (21 sinh(z/2)1) .*

2

The second and third functions F2(z) and Fs(z) can be computed for z in various regions of the complex
z-plane as indicated in Figs. 23-24.The formulas are extended by the following identities to regions of the
complex z-plane not covered in these two figures:
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F,,(.- = F,(z mo 27r)

F.(z)= F,(z'A

ZO= F((z mod) A

Z2 = -1[2bj -y>c)+j y<)] ,~
a

Z3 = - (Y> +YO)+ j(z-+')],
a

=4 [t(> + YO)+jAtz+'],
a

Z5 2 !(y> + y<)+ j(- +')], )

roo = _ 2_[2+(

0 = -Lfjy

al -R{ze1, 1 0, 1, 2,

0'4 (2= y>-y
a

3

00,ndYIY') -- rw/

1=0

H 2a

(Z)m(YIV) < 1=0

2a 2a '

H i~[nmz)V 2 
1

~~1 
P

Go(rlIr') _ - :L {£-[fo(I)- 2m o(r)cs- ZHi(ze)}
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-. GI(rI') r - E '-IW2 m( I' - 2 - e~ V41 COS cosZ CO -jr'

f=00[F,(:, - 71F2(ZO)]}•

These series typically do not require more than two or three terms for adequate convergence.
'"* .%.

A.2 Computation of the Far-Field Pattern

Given a patch with a set of L sample points (ut, vt) along its edge (with (uL, VL) = (Ul, v,)), where (u, v) is
a point in the curvilinear coordinate system used to describe the patch, one can compute the approximate
far-field in the following way. First, sample the loaded element mode IP(u, v) at each of the sample points
thus forming the set

U(I) =' I).

Then the far-field components of the electric field are given by the following formulas.

Et = jkot(F.sin, - F, cos ) ,oo.

E#= jkot(F, cos 4, + F, sin 4,) cos 1e-k,
417

where

.,,,, .. ,

_11

tL = EIZ'y'(, 2 2(, , 2g=i.

g ()= u,+I, ,+I) - f(-,, ,)

Are
ie = U(zg +y), ve = v(zi,+ y), Ast = ,Ar +, +- = Ast

-, = cososinO + jsin sine + icosO,

-sin 2 sin z cos z
z
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A.3 The Computation of the Energy Stored in the Cavity

This section deals with the efficient computation of the electric stored energy within a microstrip antenna
loaded with N lumped, linear loads. The expression for the loaded mode distribution is given in equation
(3) in Section 2. The actual load currents, which are distributed over a finite area, are assumed to be fila-
mentary for the purpose of computing energy. This can be done because while the field itself arising under

this assumption has log singularity, the square of this field over the volume of the cavity is integrable. The
associated stored energy times w is given by equation (4) Section 2. This series converges slowly enough
that some moderate acceleration is useful. The series is summed, approximately, by extracting a single
quasi-static term. This quasi-static term is identical to the l'order quasi-static term of the expansion of
the Green's function itself.

The ratio

1 1... .. too +.b bi (10)
(k2 - k ,) 2  k4 k- +(1

for (m, n) E Aj. The set A( is the same as that defined in Section A.1. For the sake of numerical efficiency,
the same value of should be used in this computation as that used for computing the field in equation (6)
of Section A.1. Using the approximation in (10), one arrives at

1.N N

- 1=0 i=O

+ - 1 -- k2 mn(r)1kmn(?L)
- ~~M tsi \._~ Mni

-boGi (r, Irt) -bikG 2(rirj)}

where

G2(rlr') = - k

The computation of G,(rIr') is discussed in Section A.1. The computation of G2(rlr') could be handled
in the same way as the computation of the lower-order quasistatic terms, but this is too tedious a computa-
tion. Instead, G2(rlr') is summed directly.

The coefficients b0 and b, are the solution of the minimax problem,

Smin max 1r/(zl

where
* "1 , 1

, .? . 17(c ) = Z )-2 bo - b + z
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A plot of q(z) versus z will show that the minimax solution will satisfy

and 7(0) = 17(1/4 2)

7(o)= (,),

where Zmaz satisfiesi: ';d 2 =0d. ""AX) = ?1 2 Z)3 0

The solution to this is

;. :. == = 1 • b

The solution to the minimax problem is

((1 - 1/42)2

bo = 1 1- b,+ 3(b 2/

For 4 = 2, these parameters are

b0 - 0.958

and

b= 3.111.

This approximation yields a maximum error of about 4%.

The next problem is to find G2(rlr'). Wh t is the error if G2(rlr') were only summed over X? If = 2,

then a typical relative error level would be no worse than

- - 4 - 0.06.

This is because km is typically greater than or equal to the smallest non-zero kn. Contributions to the
- sum outside of X are at least 2-  times as small as the contribution due to the smallest kmn. In the

worst case, all contributions outside of X add in phase (when the source and observation points coincide)
in which case the sum can be approximated by a continuous integral over wavenumber. This accounts for
the exponent of 4 in the previous equation. This approximation of truncating G2(r1?') to just a sum over
-A should be adequate. Under this approximation, the expression for WE becomes

WE 1 N N

1=0 i=O

.. ,), ('( - boGi(riIrt)}
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